LIVING for DESIGN

Inson Dubois Wood, whose book Inson Dubois Wood: Interiors ($55, Rizzoli) is out now, selects sleek and functional items for the design-focused home.

1. “This coffee table is enigmatic in nature, like black matter that occupies the concept of unknown space. It’s user-friendly when imbibing cocktails or coffee, with chip-proof bronze inlay edges and corners that exude elegance.” $39,500 at Newel, 306 E 61st St, newel.com

2. “Hervé van der Straeten’s twig mirror is bronze for durability yet an art piece in its own right. The convex mirror is not so much for reflecting one’s image, but allows one to reflect on the beauty of the mirror itself.” $24,000 at Maison Gerard, 43 and 53 E. 10th St, maisongerard.com

3. “This Thierry Dreyfus dining table is a true timeless wonder—and there’s nothing more rewarding than finding a hidden gem, like the heavily articulated gold-leaf interior.” Price upon request, at Reeler Gaubet, 175 Mott St, ateliergaubet.com

4. “I met the late Richard Sapper, who designed this kettle, when I was in college. He is known for the famous MoMA Tizio lamp, but this piece has a sense of midcentury mixed with modern mixed with a sensuousness of the past.” Bollitore tea kettle, $340, at Alessi, 130 Greene St, alessi.com

5. “The turntables of OMA speakers are carved from solid slate, but the speakers are made from old Radio City and jukebox speakers, which have an unprecedented range and durability.” Imperi speakers, price upon request, at Oswalds Mill Audio, 110 Bridge St, brooklynbyappointment.com